Oggetto: APPROVAZIONE ED EMANAZIONE BANDO PER LA SELEZIONE DEI PARTECIPANTI AL CORSO DI PERFEZIONAMENTO (SUMMER SCHOOL) IN DIGITAL AND PUBLIC HUMANITIES E PER L’ASSEGNAZIONE DI QUATTORDICI BORSE DI STUDIO - EDIZIONE 2020

IL DIRETTORE

VISTO Io Statuto di Ateneo;
VISTO il Regolamento di Ateneo per l’Amministrazione, la Finanza e la Contabilità;
VISTO il Regolamento di Ateneo per Master Universitari e attività di Lifelong Learning;
VISTO il Progetto per il finanziamento dei "Dipartimenti universitari di eccellenza" di durata quinquennale, con decorrenza 2018, assegnato dal MIUR al DSU - BANDO MIUR "DIPARTIMENTO DI ECCELLENZA 2018-2022", CUP H76C18000670001;
VISTA il Decreto Dirigenziale dell’Ufficio Ricerca Nazionale, Rep. n. 1045/2019, Prot. n. 22653, del 19/04/2019 con il quale si definisce l’assegnazione del finanziamento ministeriale ai Dipartimenti di Eccellenza;
VISTO che il progetto di eccellenza nella sua programmazione delle attività prevede l’attivazione di una Summer School alla voce Attività Didattiche di alta qualificazione;
VISTA la delibera nr. 7 del Consiglio di Dipartimento del 18 novembre 2019, con la quale è stata approvata l’organizzazione e la gestione, interna al Dipartimento, del Corso di perfezionamento (Summer School) in Digital and Public Humanities;
VISTA la delibera nr. 4 del Consiglio di Dipartimento del 12 dicembre 2019, con la quale sono stati approvati il budget, che prevede anche n° 14 (quattordici) borse di studio dell’importo di Euro 600,00 cadauna per i partecipanti al Corso di perfezionamento (Summer School), e il programma generale del Corso di perfezionamento (Summer School) in Digital and Public Humanities e con la quale, inoltre, è stato approvato il limite massimo di Euro 300,00 per la quota di ammissione al corso considerata l’importanza di dare avvio alla prima edizione;
CONSIDERATO che le borse di studio saranno pari a Euro 600,00 lordi cadauna, comprensivi degli oneri a carico del percipiente e a carico dell’Ateneo, per la parziale copertura delle spese di partecipazione al Corso di perfezionamento (Summer School) in Digital and Public Humanities (iscrizione, vitto, spese di trasporto ecc..);
VERIFICATA la copertura dei costi garantita con i fondi a disposizione nella voce Attività Didattiche di alta qualificazione prevista nel progetto di Eccellenza

DECRETA

l’approvazione ed emanazione del Bando per la selezione dei partecipanti al Corso di perfezionamento (Summer School) in Digital and Public Humanities e per l’assegnazione...
Decreto del Direttore di Dipartimento

di 14 (quattordici) borse di studio per la parziale copertura delle spese di partecipazione per l’edizione 2020.

Venezia, 20.01.2020

IL DIRETTORE DEL DIPARTIMENTO DI STUDI UMANISTICI
prof.ssa Giovannella Cresci

Responsabile del procedimento:
Il Segretario di Dipartimento
Avv. Esterita Vanin

Allegato: Call for Application and Application form

(decreto firmato digitalmente ai sensi dell’art. 24 D.Lgs. 7 marzo 2005 n. 82 e s.m.i.)
Call for Application - Venice Summer School in Digital and Public Humanities - VeSSDPH
Organized by the Venice Centre for Digital and Public Humanities (VeDPH) at the Department of Humanities (DSU), Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, held in Venice from 6 to 10 July 2020

Purpose of the School

The Summer School aims at providing advanced and in-depth training to students and scholars in theories, technologies and methods of Digital and Public Humanities, focusing on cultural, archeological, historical, literary, and artistic materials. The school will give the participants the opportunity to engage in debates about digital and public cultural heritage and humanities research while enhancing their competences and skills of digitizing materials and sources and for modeling, analysing and visualizing multimedia humanities data. All classes will be taught in English.

Structure and Description

The DPH summer school is divided into four thematic strands:

(1) Digital Textual Scholarship
(2) Digital and Public History
(3) Digital and Public Art History
(4) Digital Archaeology and its Public

The School is composed by a series of plenary lectures, parallel workshops, and site visits. Lectures will describe the greater context in which these theories and methods will be applied: a world in which the work of scholars is routinely aided by computer-assisted techniques, with both old and novel problems, challenges and solutions. With a learning-by-doing approach, participants will reflect every stage of the realisation of a digital object and on how to make use of the data in own projects. Lessons and labs will be focused on modeling, retrieving, analysing, visualising, and publishing data created on relevant sites of the city of Venice (such as the Biblioteca Marciana, Archivio di Stato, Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Museo di Palazzo Grimani, Ghetto) and its surroundings (such as M9 Museum in Mestre, excavations at Torcello or Altino). Legal questions of intellectual property and publication licences will be covered as well as the latest web developments such as semantic web and linked open data technologies in order to evaluate different data models for cultural heritage objects.

Strand #1: Digital Textual Scholarship

This strand focuses on the application of digital methods and technologies to literary and historical texts and documents, especially from Venetian archives and libraries. Introductory lessons on theories and best practices are accompanied by hands-on and laboratory sessions for their immediate implementation in collaborative project works. Participants are introduced to theories and best practices of digital scholarly editing. Aspects of textual materiality (digitisation, formal description and analysis) are covered as well as methods and standards for the encoding, annotation and transformation of texts (XML, TEI; XSLT). Finally, the integration into the semantic web (LOD, IIIF) will
be preformed and tools for the enrichment, analysis and visualisation of textual data will be applied (collation, natural language processing, distant reading). The strand includes a visit of the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana.

**Strand #2: Digital and Public History**

This strand focuses on the application of digital techniques and a public approach to the development and presentation of historical research. The digital aspect revolves around some of the main tools used by digital historians, such as Text Mining, Network Analysis, and Historical GIS. The ‘public’ aspect is centred on the issues related to the research with the public and the dissemination beyond the classroom, from public memory to public sources to public engagement, with specific focus on topics such as tv, museums, and social media. The theoretical debate and the role played by digital and public historians in the changing landscape of the historical discipline are also considered. The strand includes a visit to M9-Museo del ‘900 in Mestre, to give the students a concrete example of how the past can be seen and shown through the digital & public lenses.

**Strand #3: Digital and Public Art History**

This strand focuses on the technological development and its cultural implications which occurred in the arts sector over the last decades. In doing this, the digital aspect is approached both on the side of artistic production and the art system as well as on the side of museums and art historical representation. The issues of technological change, digital nativity, virtual realms and digital tools will be discussed at length and put in the context of past and recent artistic productions, art institutions and public sprawl. Both the theoretical debate and practical tools for digital art historians shall be explored by means of lectures and labs. The strand includes a visit to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice to give the students a concrete example of new digital and public approaches in art institutions. Eventually, the strand includes the opening of an art exhibition on the analog-digital relationship by Italian painter Aldo Sergio expressly organized for the Venice Centre for Digital and Public History.

**Strand #4: Digital Archaeology and its Public**

This strand focuses on theories and practices that archaeologists apply in surveys, remote sensing, spatial analysis, data collection, and data management. Participant will engage in digital strategies to analyze the heritage and visualize, share and communicate it to the public. They will approach digital heritage as a virtual tool to explore the mutual relationship between environment, humans and the past. Using the lagoon area as test case (Adria, Mira, Torcello, Altino and Caorle), the aim of the strand is to learn how critically archaeology may be engaged with the “digital”. We will work on questions such as “why, by whom and for what purpose do we cultivate digital technologies”. Digital data and public(s) are deeply connected, and nowadays archaeologists are not only asked to build set of coherent digital data from the surveys, but they have to foster methods for engaging new audiences and facing the global societal challenges. Digital tools may help the de-colonization of the archaeological practice, going beyond the mere reconstruction of the past and being able to detect and analyze the cultural and political frameworks by which we share and perpetuate the memory.

**Lecturers**
The lectures are delivered by expert scholars from VeDPH and DSU, by visiting scholars and external guest experts. The keynote speakers (plenary sessions) are Serge Noiret (European University Institute, Florence), Elena Pierazzo (Université de Tours), and Fabio Vitali (Università di Bologna).

Guest lecturers include Peter Bell (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg), Mirco Carrattieri (Istituto Ferruccio Parri, Milano), Frédéric Clavert (C2DH, University of Luxembourg), Lisa Dieckmann (Universität zu Köln), Francesco Frizzer (Museo della Guerra, Rovereto), Erma Hermens (Rijks Museum Amsterdam), Angus Mol (University of Leiden), Giampaolo Salice (Università di Cagliari), Johanna Aufreiter/Miroslav Hvatal (Galerie Belvedere, Vienna), et al.

The person responsible for administrative proceedings

In accordance with Art. 5 of Law no. 241 dated 7 August 1990, as amended, the person responsible for the selection process (RPA) is Avv. Esterita Vanin, Secretary to the Department of Humanities of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Private and personal data handling

The processing of personal data provided by candidates, or otherwise acquired by the University, is aimed solely at carrying out the selection procedure and will be carried out in accordance with applicable national and EU legislation (Legislative Decree 196/2003 and EU Regulation 2016/679). The provision of such data is necessary to assess the participation requirements and the possession of qualifications. See the "Privacy" policy available and downloadable from https://www.unive.it/pag/36610/ The data controller is the University Ca’ Foscari Venezia, with registered office in Dorsoduro n. 3246, 30123 - Venice -PEC protocollo@pec.unive.it.
Availability of positions
Each strand will include 15 participants maximum.

Participation Fees
Standard rate €300

Scholarships
14 scholarships are available with an amount of € 600 each (gross payment). The fourteen winners will be officially awarded only after admission registration by the school. In case of renouncement the scholarship will be assigned to the first substitute in order with the final ranking. The recipients are obliged to follow minimum 75% of the Summer School program.

How to Apply and Important Dates
The application must be submitted via e-mail to: didattica.dsu@unive.it or via PEC (certified email) to: protocollo@pec.unive.it and bear the subject header: Application for Admission to VeSSDpH;

The following documents may also be attached to the application:
- Application Form
- Motivation letter
- MA Diploma (or equivalent)
- CV evidence in experiences, skills and knowledge in the field
- Copy of valid ID or passport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deadline for application</th>
<th>06.03.2020 (midnight CET)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admission and scholarship final rankings Information for registration</td>
<td>20.03.2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadline for acceptance and registration</td>
<td>02.04.2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requisites, application and Admission
Essential Criteria University master/diploma (or equivalent).

Selection and Ranking Criteria (total score 20/20)
1) Motivation letter (max 16)
Reason of Interest as demonstrated by a short description (max. 100 words) of an approved or ongoing research project involving Digital and Public Humanities methodologies:
   a) quality of research project
   b) integration of Digital and Public Humanities methods in the project
   c) career perspectives
   d) lack of funding / institutional support / training opportunities
2) Graduation mark (max 2), PhD (max 2)
Submission date will be taken into consideration in the case of candidates with equal ranking.

For further information visit [vedph.unive.it](http://vedph.unive.it) or write to [didattica.dsu@unive.it](mailto:didattica.dsu@unive.it)
ADMISSION APPLICATION FORM – DPH SUMMER SCHOOL 2020
Last date to apply MARCH 6, 2020 (midnight CET).

The Undersigned (family name, name) ______________________________________________________

CF/Tax code (if available) _______________________________________________________________

Place of birth (city, province) ___________________________ Date of birth _________________

Place of residence (city, province, Country) ______________________________________________

Postcode _______ Address (street, square) _______________________________________________

no. ___________ tel. ___________________ mobile __________________________ e-mail ______________

NATIONALITY/CITIZENSHIP __________________________________________________________

REQUESTS

☐ to participate in the Call for Admission for Venice Summer School on Digital and Public Humanities (VeSSDPPH) choosing one of the four following options

☐ Strand #1: Digital Textual Scholarship

☐ Strand #2: Digital and Public History

☐ Strand #3: Digital and Public Art History

☐ Strand #4: Digital Archaeology and its Public

☐ to apply for VeSSDPPH Scholarship

The following documents are attached to this application form:

* Motivation letter

* MA Diploma (or equivalent)

* CV with experiences, skills and knowledge in the field in evidence

* Copy of valid ID or passport

Date ___________________________ Applicant’s signature ______________________________________

Read, the Private and personal data handling, in the call for application, the undersigned gives her/is consent for the personal data provided to be processed, in compliance with Legislative Decree no. 197/2003 and subsequent amendments and modifications, for the requirements related to this selection procedure

Date ___________________________ Applicant’s signature ______________________________________